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Dumped, duped, and depressed, Joni Herrschwitz has nearly given up when a serendipitous
meeting with brazen, former professional mermaid Ruby Witherspoon puts her on a life-altering
adventure in a yellow cab headed south. From New York to Florida, Ruby, Joni, and their
mysterious cab driver, Maria Muoz, learn what really matters in life as they stop at every tacky
tourist trap they pass. Their destination is Weeki Wachee, a forgotten Florida roadside attraction
where mermaids have performed since the 1940s. When Ruby neglects to inform her stick-in-the-
mud daughters of her travel plans, they send out an alert, and to their chagrin, the entire country
gets involved in the search. And when a New York shock jock starts to tango with Ruby on the
radio, things get chaotic - and dangerous. The road to Weeki Wachee is lined with laughter,
romance and life. Just open your eyes and swim along for the ride. ----- Oprah introduced the
world to Fawn Germer, saying how "very inspiring" her writing was. Oprah didn't know about
Fawn's wild and irreverent other side, which she lets loose in her hysterically funny first novel,
Mermaid Mambo. She is the author of two best-selling books, Hard Won Wisdom and Mustang
Sallies. A four-time Pulitzer-nominated journalist, she was a correspondent for The Washington
Post and U.S. News and World Report. She is one of the nation's most sought-after keynote
speakers on leadership, risk-taking and personal empowerment.
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Walking Out on the Boys , Frances K. Conley, Jun 4, 1999, Biography & Autobiography, 264 pages.
In May 1991, Conley, the first female tenured full professor of neurosurgery in the country, made
headlines when she resigned from Stanford to protest the school's unabashed.

Winning the Job Game The New Rules for Finding and Keeping the Job You Want, Carol Kleiman,
Sep 6, 2002, Business & Economics, 264 pages. With more than 30 years experience covering the
work place, Kleiman offers readers advice on getting the job they want and keeping the job they
have. Topics include hot job.

Finding the Up in the Downturn , Fawn P. Germer, 2009, Business & Economics, 208 pages.
Finding the UP in the DownturnHow To Turn The Economic Meltdown Into Your Greatest
OpportunityFannie...Freddie...Citi...AIG...Bear Stearns...General Motors...Wall Street... Gas.

Michael Jordan , Bill Gutman, 1995, Juvenile Nonfiction, 172 pages. Describes Jordan's early years
and high school basketball career, his college days at North Carolina, his years playing for the
Chicago Bulls, and his entry into the world of.

Mustang Sallies Success Secrets of Women Who Refuse to Run with the Herd, Fawn Germer, Aug
1, 2005, Psychology, 225 pages. The author of Hard Won Wisdom draws on helpful advice and
insights from more than fifty famous trailblazers to present a provocative guide for women
determined to challenge the.

Hard won wisdom more than 50 extraordinary women mentor you to find self-awareness,
perspective and balance, Fawn Germer, 2001, Psychology, 320 pages. More than fifty remarkable
women share their personal insights into what it takes to achieve success and live a more fulfilling
life, offering advice and guidance from Jane.
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The new woman rules more than 50 trailblazers share their wisdom, Fawn Germer, 2007, Self-
Help, 251 pages. .

Take the Bully by the Horns Stop Unethical, Uncooperative, Or Unpleasant People from Running
and Ruining Your Life, Sam Horn, Sep 9, 2003, Business & Economics, 320 pages. A guide on
how to successfully defuse and avoid negative confrontations with difficult people offers
strategies on how to render oneself less of a target, act on anger.

Never Be Boring Again Make Your Business Presentations Capture Attention, Inspire Action, and
Produce Results, Doug Stevenson, 2003, Business & Economics, 330 pages. "Discover a simple
storytelling formula that will make you a better business speaker and storyteller." - page xvii..

Mambo Hips and Make Believe A Novel, Wanda Coleman, 1999, Fiction, 404 pages. The lot of a
woman whose malformed sexual organs preclude intercourse. She suffers from loneliness and
contemplates suicide, her sole consolation the friendship of another woman..



Competition Law , John Hardman Agnew, Jan 1, 1985, Law, 212 pagesLampshades , Katrin Cargill,
1996, Architecture, 112 pages. Offers decorating ideas and instructions for creating unique
lampshades with fabrics and trimmings Perverse Cities Hidden Subsidies, Wonky Policy, and Urban
Sprawl, Pamela Blais, Jul 1, 2011, Architecture, 278 pages. Urban sprawl вЂ“ low-density
subdivisions and business parks, bigbox stores and mega-malls вЂ“ has increasingly come to
define citygrowth despite decades of planning and policy. In Bringing together the most significant
papers on the interpretation of objects and collections, this volume examines how people relate to
material culture and why they collect. This book, a milestone in American music scholarship, is the
first to take a close look at an important and little-studied component of African American music,
one that has.



First Day First Show Writings from the Bollywood Trenches, Anupama Chopra, Jan 1, 2011, Motion
picture actors and actresses, 376 pagesCandyfloss , Jacqueline Wilson, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 339
pages. When her mother plans to move to Australia with her new husband and baby, Floss must
decide whether her loyalties lie with her mother or her father, while at the same time, her
Betrayed , David Givens, Jun 1, 2008, Fiction, 280 pages. Darrell Jenkins a.k.a. The Sandman, is
known as a legend in the streets of Waterloo, Iowa, experiencing success on both sides of the law.
However, out of all the things Darrell Prominent active researchers present comprehensive reviews
of modern biological mass spectrometry (BMS) including an excellent introduction to the
instrumentation and.
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Operation Bunny Book One, Sally Gardner, Feb 11, 2014, Juvenile Fiction, 192 pages. When Emily
Vole inherits an abandoned shop, she discovers a magical world she never knew existed. And a
fairy-hating witch, a mischievous set of golden keys, and a train fullGuiding Readers and Writers,
Grades 3-6 Teaching Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy, Irene C. Fountas, Gay Su
Pinnell, 2001, Education, 648 pages. Describes what is necessary to have a quality literacy
program in the upper elementary grades
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Breast Cancer, Volume 3 , William L. McGuire, 1977, Health & FitnessHome infusion industry:
hearings before the Subcommittee on., Volume 4 hearings before the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representatives, One
Hundred Third Congress, first session, May 5 and September 8, 1993, United States. Congress.
House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
1993, Medical, 262 pages Brunel's Kingdom In the Footsteps of Britain's Greatest Engineer, John
Christopher, Mar 1, 2006, Transportation, 191 pages. Isambard Kingdom Brunel changed the world
as we know it. He was responsible for building the Great Western Railway main line, and
introducing regular steamship travel across "Culture, Creativity and Environment: New
Environmentalist Criticism" is a collection of new work which examines the intersection between
philosophy, literature, visual art. The Third Edition of the Differential Equations with Mathematica
integrates new applications from a variety of fields,especially biology, physics, and engineering.
The new.
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Readings for a History of Anthroppological Theory , Paul A. Erickson, 2001, Social Science, 714
pages. This comprehensive anthology presents 34 readings that are critical to an understanding of
anthropological theory and the development of anthropology as an academic
disciplineUnemployment insurance issues: hearing before the Subcommittee on., Volume 4 hearing
before the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, One Hundred Fifth Congress, first session, April 24, 1997, United States.
Congress. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Human Resources, 1998,
Business & Economics, 188 pages download Mermaid Mambo Fawn Germer 264 pages



Female Primates Studies by Women Primatologists, Meredith F. Small, Jan 1, 1984, Comportement
sexuel des animaux, 272 pagesTeaching kids to sing , Kenneth Harold Phillips, 1992, Music, 392
pages. "The book is organized into two parts. Part I, "The Young Singer," is an introduction to 90
sequential singing exercises detailed in Part II. Here, Phillips provides historical
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My lady Ludlow, and other tales , Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell, 1906Consumer Behavior Concepts
and Strategies, Harold W. Berkman, Christopher C. Gilson, 1986, Consumer behavior., 650 pages
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Fish! Sticks A Remarkable Way to Adapt to Changing Times and Keep Your Work Fresh, Stephen C.
Lundin, John Christensen, Harry Paul, Jan 1, 2003, Business & Economics, 122 pages. A business
parable uses a fictional sushi restaurant model to illustrate their three success principles of
"Commit," "Be It," and "Coach It."Under Cover Leader's Guide, John Bevere, Nov 13, 2001,
Religion, 222 pages. Based on John's live presentation of the Biblical principles he explored in the
book by the same title, Under Cover will help you undertake a serious, Holy Spirit led study of



Streetwise Business Valuation Proven Methods to Easily Determine the True Value of Your
Business, Heather Smith Linton, 2004, Business & Economics, 373 pages. "An invaluable resource
for any business owner or prospective buyer. [It] breaks down the fundamentals of business
valuation into specific catergories and concepts, creating anQuestions that Matter Most Asked by
the WorldsМ• Religions, Floyd Hiatt Ross, Tynette Wilson Hills, 1954, Religions, 266 pages



Cyberbullying Bullying in the Digital Age, Robin M. Kowalski, Sue Limber, Susan P. Limber, Patricia
W. Agatston, Apr 23, 2012, Computers, 282 pages. Explores cyberbullying though the use of e-
mail, instant messages, social networking sites, and other digital messaging systems, and how to
prevent cyberbullying throughThe ABC's of Choosing a Good Husband How to Find and Marry a
Great Guy, Stephen Wood, Jan 1, 2001, Family & Relationships, 141 pages. A guide for women on
how to choose a partner for a lasting, loving, and fulfilling marriage 90 Years... Still Counting ,
Nona Pool-Goodrich, Jan 1, 2008, , 56 pages When Molly draws a picture of her family for Open
School Night, one of her classmates makes her feel bad because he says she cannot have a
mommy and a mama. In Between Homeland and Motherland, Alvin B. Tillery Jr. considers the
history of political engagement with Africa on the part of African Americans, beginning with the
birth of. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are
now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works.
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Assessment for teacher development proceedings of an international seminar held in Edinburgh,
Scotland, June 1987, John D. Wilson, 1989, Education, 237 pagesHandbook on International
Study, Volume 2, Part 4 , , 1958, Student exchange programs Mermaid Mambo Fawn Germer Arms
Control and the Atomic Bomb 40 Years Later : Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Arms Control,
International Security, and Science of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives,
Ninety-ninth Congress, First Session, May 13, 1985, United States. Congress. House. Committee on
Foreign Affairs. Subcommittee on Arms Control, International Security, and Science, 1985, Nuclear
arms control, 64 pages
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Crazy Horse , Larry McMurtry, 1999, Biography & Autobiography, 148 pages. Legends cloud the life
of Crazy Horse, a seminal figure in American history but an enigma even to his own people in his
own day. This biography looks back across more than oneReform of the law on consumer credit,
Volume 9, Issue 4 , Great Britain. Dept. of Trade and Industry, 1973, Law, 59 pages Rochester The
Quest for Quality, 1890-1925, Blake McKelvey, 1956, Rochester (N.Y.), 432 pages "If you're
experiencing discomfort, fatigue, or other symptoms that won't go away no matter what you do or
how many doctors you see, chances are you're one of the millions. Provability, Computability and
Reflection.
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The London Encyclopaedia , Ben Weinreb, Christopher Hibbert, 1993, London (England), 1060
pages. A revised and updated reference book, comprised of 5000 entries, organized alphabetically
and cross-referenced. Everything that is important in the history and culture ofAbergavenny Past
and Present , I. M. Morgan, Jan 1, 2003, Abergavenny (Wales), 143 pages. This exclusive travel
guide guides the visitor through the most incredible activities to be found in Shanghai: savour the
food of world-class chefs in Asia's most romantic two
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Behind the Curtain Football in Eastern Europe, Jonathan Wilson, Apr 9, 2012, Sports & Recreation,
336 pages. From the war-ravaged streets of Sarajevo, where turning up for training involved
dodging snipers' bullets, to the crumbling splendour of Budapest's Bozsik Stadium, where
theм—ђл””мќ мІњкµ , лЇём№м•Ёлґ„, KyЕЏng-hЕi Kong, Dec 10, 2003, Accident victims, 245
pages



Freedom or fascism? , Manabendra Nath Roy, Radical Democratic Party (India), 1942, History, 110
pagesParadox Introduction to a New Approach Towards Philosophical Investigation, Tristam Lass,
1999, Philosophy, 64 pages. A new philosophical look at the concepts and paradigms that have
plagued western philosophical traditions for years and the need to change the discord that
pervades our Mermaid Mambo



Before I Forget , Leonard Pitts, Mar 1, 2009, Fiction, 336 pages. This powerful novel of three
generations of black men bound by blood вЂ” and by histories of mutual love, fear, and frustration
вЂ” gives author Leonard Pitts the opportunity toNine Hundred Iron Chariots , Robert Graves,
1963, Humanities, 23 pages download Mermaid Mambo The Extraordinary Mother Blessings for
You from Bible Moms, John MacArthur, Apr 3, 2007, Religion, 116 pages. Derived largely from his
bestselling "Twelve Extraordinary Women," as well as from some of his other Bible study
publications, MacArthur offers this insightful, Scripture-based Unique and luxurious hotels,
townhouses, castles and manor houses chosen for their superior standards and individual
character. This book may be used by itself or as a useful supplement to Progressive Rock Guitar
Technique. The licks and solos throughout the book are examples of how lead guitar patterns.
While investigating a series of grisly deaths at Grover Cleveland High School, Mulder and Scully
discover a planetary phenomenon that might be affecting the strange actions of.



Mother of Carmel - A Portrait of St. Teresa of Jesus , E. Allison Peers, 2010, Religion, 162
pagesLimits of Language Almost Everything You Didn't Know You Didn't Know about Language and
Languages, Mikael Parkvall, 2006, Language Arts & Disciplines, 394 pages. "Presents a wide variety
of information on world languages, focusing on comparisons. Topics include histories of languages,
language and society, language learning, language Drugs Affecting Lipid Metabolism: Fatty acids.
Prostaglandints. FFA mobilization. FFA and triglyceride transport. Liposoluble vitamins , David
Kritchevsky, Rodolfo Paoletti, Daniel Steinberg, 1967, Drugs Merengue-the quintessential
Dominican dance music-has a long and complex history, both on the island and in the large
immigrant community in New York City. In this ambitious. In her number one bestseller, You Just
Don't Understand, Deborah Tannen showed why talking to someone of the other sex can be like
talking to someone from another world. Her.
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Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Applied Physics , Arthur Beiser, 2004, Science, 465
pages. Over the years, significant changes in the teaching of applied physics have taken place.
This book emphasises on subjects such as relativity, atomic physics, nuclear physicsAdvances in
Agronomy, Volume 126 , , Apr 26, 2014, Science, 312 pages. Advances in Agronomy continues to
be recognized as a leading reference and a first-rate source for the latest research in agronomy. As
always, the subjects covered are varied



Canadians Behind Enemy Lines, 1939-1945 , Roy MacLaren, Apr 30, 2004, History, 352 pages.
!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML 2.0//EN" meta name="generator" content="HTML
Tidy, see www.w3.org" During the Second World War, almost one hundred Canadians served
theThe Vanishing of Billy Buckle (Wings & Co 3) , Sally Gardner, Dec 5, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 192
pages. Spot on the Fishcake! The famous fairy detective agency, Wings & Co, has a problem.
Really quite a big problem. Well, a few of them actually. There's the missing giant, Billy
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The Namesake A Portrait of the Film, Mira Nair, Dec 1, 2006, Performing Arts, 144 pages. This
quietly beautiful family portrait "deftly expands on Lahiri's signature themes of love, solitude, and
cultural disorientation" ("Harper's Bazaar"), the very themes thatйѓЅеё‚жј«жёёиЂ…
ж–‡еЊ–и§‚еЇџ, жќЋж¬§жўµ, Leo Ou-fan Lee, 2003, Civilization, Modern, 183 pages. жњ¬д№¦жЇ
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Henderson the Rain King , Saul Bellow, 1996, Fiction, 341 pages. A middle-age American
millionaire goes to Africa in search of a more meaningful life and receives the adoration of an
African tribe that believes he has a gift for rainmakingPhysics and Our View of the World , Jan
Hilgevoord, Nov 3, 1994, Science, 304 pages. One of the central questions of physics is whether or
not a theory of everything is possible. Many physicists believe that such a theory might be
attainable, a belief that has OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING , YOGESH SINGH,
RUCHIKA MALHOTRA, Mar 5, 2012, Computers, 480 pages. This comprehensive and well-written
book presents the fundamentals of object-oriented software engineering and discusses the recent
technological developments in the field. It The premier study Bible used by scholars, pastors,
undergraduate and graduate students, The New Oxford Annotated Bible offers a vast range of
information, including extensive. Drawing on materials that were, until recently, classified, this
account depicts the intense air war fought over Laos and profiles the "Ravens," the pilots who
risked their.



Membranes Technology ebook Collection Ultimate CD, Rajindar Singh, E.J. Hoffman, Simon Judd,
Sep 8, 2008, Technology & Engineering, 1616 pages. Membranes Technology ebook Collection
contains 4 of our best-selling titles, providing the ultimate reference for every filtration and
separation engineerвЂ™s library. Get accessIntroducing Guitar Chords , Brett Duncan, Feb 1,
2004, Music, 68 pages. Including useful reference charts of chord formulas, Chord Symbols,
alternatives and substitutions for difficult chord shapes. Also, information on tuning, basic music
theory Fawn Germer Newhouse Books, 2007
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